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An innovative, organ-specific text that blends basic science with the fundamentals of clinical

medicine Part of the Human Organ Systems series, Renal: An Integrated Approach to Disease

skillfully bridges the gap between the science and practice of medicine. This beautifully illustrated

book seamlessly integrates the core elements of cell biology, anatomy, physiology, pharmacology,

and pathology, with clinical medicine. It is the perfect companion for medical students transitioning

to their clinical years, as well as practicing physicians who need a user-friendly update on the basic

science underlying the practice of clinical medicine. Features and highlights include: Detailed

learning objectives clearly state learning goals Core content emphasizes concepts and incorporates

the latest developments in the field Beautifully illustrated with detailed legends to clarify important or

difficult concepts Abundant clinical example boxes highlight the clinical implications of basic science

Each chapter is accompanied by an annotated bibliography to provide an overview of the critical

literature in the field A bulleted summary at the end of each chapter highlights the â€œbig pictureâ€•

and facilitates preparation for standardized exams End-of-chapter case-based questions with

detailed explanations reinforce important concepts and assess mastery of the material Medical

students and residents will find Renal: An Integrated Approach to Disease an invaluable study guide

for an organ-system based curriculum. The book also serves as an excellent primer for

postgraduate residents entering a nephrology fellowship program.
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Doody Expert ReviewThis is an excellent tool for medical students transitioning to their clinical

years, medical residents, or nephrology fellows. Each chapter is designed for easy reading and has

colorful figures and images to support the content. Learning objectives detail the purpose of each

chapter and clinical implications provide relevant information for practicing physicians. Key points

summarize the chapter and questions that end each chapter include excellent detailed answers.The

book's design enables a quick glance for topics of interest and highlights succinct and important

points.

Paul G. Schmitz, M.D., FACP Professor of Internal Medicine Dept. of Nephrology Saint Louis

University School of Medicine St. Louis, MO

I'm surprised by all the good reviews for this book. I bought it for my 2nd year class in medical

school, and there were so many errors that my classmates and I actually kept a running google doc

of them all. It is lacking key formulas needed in renal as well as having some formulas actually

written incorrectly. You can DEFINITELY tell that this is a first edition. Also, there are about 3 histo

pics in the entire book.

We were required to buy this book for our second year medical school course- at first I was not

impressed but the more I go through it, the better the book has gotten. I bought the kindle version

because there weren't enough hard copies. The kindle version figures are misplaced in the text

which is really annoying but I'm getting use to it. You will read a section, text will mention a figure

but the figure will be embedded within another section of text further in the chapter. Seems like an

easy fix to put the figures right after the text that mentions them. I hope they consider replacing the

figures to be directly after the text section that first mentions the figure-- would be the biggest

improvement they can make.The book has lengthy explanations with wordy sentence structure

making it difficult to follow concepts at times but actually has really good explanations. The images

are useful and simple to understand. Captions under the images sum up the content nicely. So far

covering everything we need to know in class.

It's a first edition, so I expected some errors, but this thing is full of them. I would recommend using

a different renal textbook if you can

This is a great book. I bought this book for my daughter who has a baby with kidney issues. It has



good context and pictures.

Well organized. Thorough and up to date.

Excellent resource to use at any level (from med school, to residency and onto reviewing the basics

for fellowship). highly recommend!

This is the first book in my opinion that gives you strong fundamentals of Renal Physiology and at

the same time relates to Clinical Nephrology that can be applied in your daily practice.As a Renal

Fellow I have found this book to be of GREAT help to understand the physiological basis of Renal

diseases and its clinical corelates.This book is really a terrific one for Medical Students learning the

core fundamentals for the first time and at the same time a "MUST HAVE" for Renal Fellows who

are revisiting the basics that may have been forgotten over the years.The book is an easy read and

has a lot of landmark reviews at the end of each chapter for readers who want to delve deeper into

the matter.I would give this book a 5 STAR and strongly recommend it to Renal Fellows and

Medical Students!!!

I usually never write reviews, but felt obliged to after my class' horrible experience with the book. It

is quite possibly the worst Renal textbook I've ever encountered. Our medical school professor

chose this book as our Renal course book and there are so many errors in each chapter that he had

to make an error document for the book.DO NOT BUY THIS TEXTBOOK. It is not only filled with

errors, but also horribly written. To be honest, it should not even be allowed to be sold. It does a

disservice to students trying to properly learn the Renal system.
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